Peer review is common not only in education but also in most professional areas. Many faculty shy away from using peer evaluations by students due to a lack of expertise in the creation and administration of evaluative materials. There does not appear to be a single, comprehensive collection of sample evaluations to which faculty can go to peruse materials. This paper addresses that issue and provides bibliographic references, samples of evaluation materials, and web sites for additional resources.
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW

Peer assessment and self-assessment by students should be an important component of any course in which team projects comprise a component. As more and more courses incorporate team projects, there is a need to provide for peer evaluations to assist in the determination of both individual and group grades. According to Trytten (Nov. 1999) the peer evaluation component must be a significant factor in the final grade in order to be meaningful. Reif and Kruck (2001) describe a process that incorporates the use of an anonymous web-based form for data collection. An alternative to the anonymous evaluation is used by Vaidyanathan (Spring 2002).

It is apparent that peer assessment is becoming important in other, more traditional, computer science courses as well (Null, L., et. al. Feb.-Mar. 2002) (Michael, M., March 2002). The consistent theme in using peer evaluations of programs, for example, is to provide the criteria by which the program and the evaluations will be judged.

Another area in which peer assessment can be beneficial is that of oral presentations. Business courses in particular have increased the emphasis on oral and written communication skills. Specific rubrics can be applied for oral presentations (Moon, J., May 29, 2001).

One author proposes that student self and peer assessment is a means for teaching professional responsibility (Zariski, A., March 8, 1996). While the appendix (Criteria and Standards for Assessment of Individual and Group Projects) included in the article is targeted toward the legal profession, it provides an excellent rubric to show how to evaluate and distinguish different levels of student performance. This same theme of professionalism appears in the ITicSE '99 working group report. In particular, the professional areas included Interpersonal Relationships with oral and written communications and group work as two of the sub-areas which the computing and information technology curriculum must address.

For peer assessment to work effectively, students must be provided guidelines (Peer Review Groups: A Quick Introduction). There were some course-specific forms available in Sytsma. A well-designed evaluation form can be found in Heiman (Spring 2002).

Sample rubrics for the grading and evaluation processes can be viewed at Twiss (Spring 1997) and at the Center for Teaching Excellence web site. It is important for a faculty member to determine what guidelines students will use prior to the evaluation process and to inform students of those guidelines.

2. OVERVIEW

Most courses have multiple components for which grades are, or could be, assigned. For example, some typical components might include the following:

--homework
--quizzes
--exams
--group project
--group presentation of final project
The Visual Programming course at Oklahoma Baptist University has all of the items described above as well as a peer teaching component—all of which contribute to the student’s final grade: While the exams and quizzes do not have a peer evaluation grade, all of the other pieces do. For example, the homework takes the form of a Visual Basic assignment. Students grade each other’s homework. They receive a score based on the peer evaluation and another score based on how complete an evaluation they did of someone else. There is an interesting learning pattern that evolves from this process—students discover new and innovative methods for solving problems as well as discover what not to emulate in their solutions.

Other courses at Oklahoma Baptist University have segments in which peer evaluations are included in the grading process. In the section that follows, sample evaluation forms are provided. To be effective, the faculty member must first determine what is important in the evaluation process—in other words, a rubric is created. Next, a form is designed to solicit the evaluation. Effective evaluation forms are a continuous work-in-progress. As a faculty member who has used peer evaluations over many years, it becomes apparent that change is inevitable in the evaluative process just as it is in the curriculum itself!

3. SAMPLES

Each sample included as an appendix is currently in use by this author. Depending on the course being taught, the appropriate forms are used. Each is described below with the corresponding appendix referenced. In the majority of the processes described, the students performing the evaluations are given a grade based on how well they performed the evaluation. This tends to promote more honest and reliable evaluations.

Whether the student is “teaching” a lesson or doing some other kind of presentation, the form found in Appendix A is used. A variation of this form might be employed if the intention is also to solicit information regarding material learned. One could add the question “What were the two most significant points?” This definitely provides focus by the audience on the material being presented. The students are told that any score of 3 or below must include specific comments as to why such a score was given and what the speaker might do to correct that score. Additionally, students are told that there is always room for improvement and, therefore, something must be written under the heading “suggestions for improvement.” While this form results in a maximum of 25 points for a presentation, the numbers can be changed or multiplied by a percentage in order to fit with the instructor’s grading scheme.

In a course in which a web site is created as a final project, students critique each web site—even the one for which they served as a team member. Appendix B illustrates the form used for that type of evaluation. Teams pose interesting grading problems. Who did what? Peer evaluations help in determining some of that nebulous information. This author uses the form in Appendix C for courses in which team projects comprise a component.

Additional evaluation forms will be provided at the presentation of this paper. These are forms used by faculty members in the School of Business at Oklahoma Baptist University. While the forms are designed for specific business courses, they can provide information for conference participants as to other considerations one might give to the peer evaluation process.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the strong belief of this author that peer evaluation works. It does not, and should not, take the place of the faculty determination of final grades; however, it provides valuable input into that process. Peer evaluation also gives students insight into the evaluation process and experiences which will be useful in their professional careers.

While none of the samples provided in this paper will fit everyone, it is the hope of this author that the bibliography and resource materials will lead readers to useful materials.
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APPENDIX A
ORAL PRESENTATION
PEER EVALUATION
Speaker _____________________________
Date   __________
Topic  _____________________________
Evaluate the items that follow using the scale below:
5 Excellent, Very Well Done
4 Good, Above Average
3 Average
2 Poor, Below Average
1 Terrible

Speaker
Poise (calm, not flustered, responded well to questions)

Mannerisms (speech, appearance, tone of voice)

Presentation
Organization (prepared, logically presented)

Clarity (used examples and/or visuals, easy to understand)

Interest Level (maintained attention of audience)

Total Points

Suggestions for Improvement

Evaluated by _______________________

APPENDIX B
WEB SITE PROJECT
PEER EVALUATION
Project ____________________________
Date ____________________________

Consider all of what you’ve learned and discussed during the course of the semester and evaluate the web site created as the final project for this course. Please comment on the positive features as well as the negatives (or missing) features. Be honest!

Evaluated by ______________________

APPENDIX C
PROJECT
PEER EVALUATION

Congratulations! Your user is so pleased with your project being completed that she is awarding your team a bonus of $10,000. Your group leader is asking each team member to provide input before deciding on how to divide the bonus among team members. Your recommendation should be based on actual team member performance. Please provide commentary indicating why a team member should or should not receive any portion of the bonus. Things such as attended/did not attend team meetings, met/did not meet deadlines, etc. should be included in the commentary. Your total award does not have to total $10,000 but cannot go over that amount. Remember, this should reflect actual performance. Circle your name below.

Project ____________________________
Members Bonus

Evaluated by ______________________